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welcome and excellent service.Includes dog- friendly pubs.
London For Dogs Sarah Guy 2017-04-06 London for Dogs features over 120
ideas for things to do with your dog in the city. Organised around each borough
from North to South, East to West, there’s something to discover whether you
want to be surprised by a gem just round the corner or fancy exploring
somewhere further afield. Including pubs, cafes and restaurants that welcome
dogs with enthusiasm; find the best places to enjoy a quiet hour or meet up with
friends, and maybe even discover your new local. As well as London’s more
obvious green spaces, this guide will also highlight unsung parks, such as the
lovely Hilly Fields in South East London. There’ll also be suggestions of
weekend activities such as the Lee Valley dog agility course, which includes
jumps, hoops and a high walk. For less energetic things to do on the weekends, the
guide will also cover behaviourists, groomers and quirky dog boutiques where
you can treat your pooch to everything from handmade treats to tweed dog
collars. Looking to escape city life for a day? The guide also includes
inspiration for short trips away, as well as top ten lists for those pushed for
time. Whether you’re a resident Londoner looking for new dog-friendly inspiration,
or a visitor hoping to navigate the city with your four-legged friend, London for
Dogs will transform your experience of London. Featuring contributions from
journalist and broadcaster Kate Spicer, food writer Debora Robertson and
founder of Lily's Kitchen Pet Food, Henrietta Morrison.
The Good Hotel Guide 2020 Adam Raphael 2019-10-07 42nd anniversary
edition of leading independent guide to hotels, inns and B&Bs in Britain & Ireland
with over 800 places to stay Includes discount vouchers worth nearly
$200/£150 Save 25% in nearly 200 Good Hotel Guide selected hotels Totally independent. No payment. No advertising. No hospitality accepted from
hotels - Discount vouchers worth £150 included in every copy - User-friendly
colour maps - Includes roughly 780 selected hotels and 20 Editor's Choice such
as romantic, dog-friendly and great value! - Market leader. 'Squeaky clean
advice. No. 1 of the guides that take no freebies -TheGuardian - Significant PR
campaign reaching millions of readers Praise for Good Hotel Guide 'Britain's
leading independent hotel guidebook.' The Times 'The one guide that offers a sense
of what a place is really like.' Mail on sunday 'A good source of high-quality
family-friendly hotels.' Daily Telegraph
Dog Friendly Breaks in Britain Alastair Sawday 2014-03-03 Well-researched
and brilliantly presented guide offering authentic and delightful places to stay
with your dog. Including places to suit all pockets, this guide to dog-friendly
pubs, hotels, b&b's and self-catering accommodation will help you plan your
holiday and also makes an ideal gift.Sift through the pages to find unexpected
generosity and dashes of eccentricity in places where a dog can share your room.
B&Bs, hotels, weekend boltholes and inns: remote and simple or wrapped in
luxury, each one is special in its own way. Find tasty breakfasts to wake to,
log fires to come home to and a guaranteed welcome for dogs -runarounds in the
garden, towels for muddy paws, treats behind the bar. Above all: owners who
know all the dog-friendly walks, woods, beaches, picnic spots and pubs on their
patch. Pick an area from our map, select a coloured number (red for B&B/hotel,
blue for self-catered) and find the relevant page. User-friendly maps and lively
write-ups make each guide a pleasure to read - and a great gift for a friend.• A
wonderful collection of over 150 hotels, B&Bs, weekend boltholes and inns
where guests can share a bedroom with their dog• At each there's a special treat
for your dog - maybe a tasty sausage at breakfast, a river to splash through,
or a fleecy blanket by the fire• Honest write ups, clear symbols and excellent
maps take the hard work out of finding the perfect place – be it a friendly
townhouse, a chic eco barn or a hotel by the sea• With a brilliant selection of
dog-friendly pubs-for-a-pint to visit• We look for what we like, celebrate the
unusual and the beautiful, and inspect each and every place. We've visited all
these special places and like them - we know you will too!
Dog Friendly Pub Walks Seddon Neudorfer 2016-09-26 This is the only book of
its kind. Packed with stunning photography and beautifully designed. With humour
and specific information about the pubs along each walk, this book will appeal
to those planning their holidays or planning a day trip. The book reaches a huge
market as it targets dog owners who enjoy a good walk and then visiting a pub.
The simplicity of the guides and maps caters for all. This book can be sold in a
wide range of stores and outlets and will appeal to anyone living, or intending
to visit, the Cotswolds region. Due to its outstanding high quality and
professional standard this book is real value for money.
Good Pub Guide 2021 2020-12-10 Get your pub on with Britain's bestselling
travel guide for over 35 years. ***Featured in the Guardian, the Times and Mail
Online and on BBC Radio 4*** Now in its 39th edition, The Good Pub Guide
remains Britain's best-loved guide to pubs around the country. Organised county
by county, yearly updates and reader recommendations ensure that only the best
pubs make the grade. Whether you're seeking a countryside haven or a bustling
city inn, a family friendly eatery or somewhere with great craft beer, The Good
Pub Guide will never steer you wrong. It offers comprehensive information on
everything from opening hours and prices to pub dogs, with starred reviews

Georgina Campbell's Ireland for Garden Lovers Georgina Campbell 2006 Part of
the Georgina Campbell's Ireland series, this guide is a companion to a tour around
Ireland. Designed to cater for both the Irish and overseas market, the guide
includes around one hundred tip top gardens, arranged by area, with up to the
minute practical information, photographs and maps.
DOG FRIENDLY BRITAIN 2020
Good Guide to Dog Friendly Pubs, Hotels and BBs 2006 Alisdair Aird 2006-03
This much-needed guide covers over 500 of the best 'dog-friendly' places to
stay, eat and drink in the UK. With maps and county-by-county listings, it is an
invaluable travelling companion for families, friends, adults and their pets.
Phileas Dogg's Guide to Dog Friendly Holidays in Britain Jane Common
2014-05-15 A canine guide to British holidays, seeking out the best dog-friendly
days out, beaches, hotels, pubs, campsites, cottages and holidays. An amusing
and informative guide, illustrated with photos of different dogs, from pedigrees
to mutts, at various locations around Britain. The book builds on the success
of the website www.phileasdogg.com, which has been running for 18 months and
has a mailing list and social media following in the thousands. The site's main
canine correspondent is Attlee, aka Phileas Dogg, a three year old Battersea
mongrel, owned by freelance journalist Jane Common. As well as Attlee, the site
is written by a team of Rover Reporters from as far afield as the Shetland Isles
and Cornwall. In the short time it's been running, the site has been picked up by The
Evening Standard and The Guardian - "even if you don't have a dog we urge you
to read this"; Waitrose Weekend, Prima, Real People and Dogs Today magazines
as well as generating local paper stories around the country, in places where
Phileas has visited. Jane has been invited on to BBC Radio as an expert in dog
travel and worked with Visit England, the Kennel Club and Battersea Dogs and
Cats Home to promote dog-friendly holidays and days out.
Good Guide to Dog Friendly Pubs, Hotels and B&Bs Alisdair Aird 2013-03-07
What happens when you want to take a holiday or even just pop out for a drink
and your dog looks up at you with expectant eyes? Do you know which pubs
welcome muddy paws with a bowl of water and a dog biscuit? Or where you and
your dog can both enjoy a comfortable overnight stay? From the editors of the
UK's No 1 travel guide, the much loved Good Pub Guide, comes the latest edition
of the Good Guide to Dog Friendly Pubs, Hotels and B&Bs. Featuring fully
updated information, the guide provides you with hundreds of wonderful places in
the UK to drink, eat and stay with your pet. With this book to hand there's no
need to leave your dog at home. Faithful friends deserve a break too!
Cool Places Martin Dunford 2019 A lavish full-colour guide to the very best
places to stay in the UK: everything from boutique hotels and designer B&Bs to
chic country cottages and luxury glampsites. Inspired by the unique
accommodation website Cool Places, it features over 200 of the finest places
to stay stay in Britain. Whether you're looking for a glam country getaway, a
seaside holiday, a family break or a romantic treat, Cool Places celebrates the
amazing independent businesses that make the UK such an enticing destination, and
each hand-picked choice guarantees a stay to remember in the 'coolest' British
hotels, B&Bs, cottages, inns, pubs and glampsites.
Dog Friendly London FOUR & SONS. 2021-10-21 Want to know the best dog
friendly coffee shop, hotel or parks in the capital? Dog lovers stick together and
this book, compiled by cult dog magazine Four & Sons, is packed full of locals'
tips on how to enjoy the city with your pooch in tow (or vice versa). Full of
orginal photography and four-legged advice on where to go fetch a stick (both
in London and just beyond), how to meet other dog owners or where to get a
schnauzer's beard trimmed, this book can be enjoyed both on a long walk or curled
up with your man's best friend on the sofa. Go fetch.
Good Guide to Dog Friendly Pubs, Hotels and B&Bs: 6th Edition Catherine Phillips
2017-03-02 What happens when you want to take a holiday, or even just pop
out for a drink, and your dog looks up at you with those expectant eyes? Do
you know which pubs welcome muddy paws with a bowl of water and a dog
biscuit? Or where you and your dog can both enjoy a comfortable overnight
stay? From the editors of the UK's No 1 travel guide, the much loved Good Pub
Guide, comes the latest edition of the Good Guide to Dog Friendly Pubs, Hotels
and B&Bs. Featuring fully updated information, the guide provides you with
hundreds of wonderful places in the UK to drink, eat and stay with your pet.
With this book to hand, there's no need to leave your dog at home. Faithful
friends deserve a break too!
Country Life 2009
Pubs and Inns of Britain 2010 Anne Cuthbertson 2009-12 For those who like to
relax in a historic Country Inn and savor the atmosphere of a cozy bar humming
with conversation, this must-have guide contains a selection of hostelries of
character for food and drink and in most cases, accommodation. The
establishments cater for all tastes and guests will be sure to find a good
selection of real ales, wines and spirits. Imaginative menus feature home cooked
food using local produce.The accommodation is clean, comfortable and in many
cases could rival the largest hotels. All of our proprietors offer a friendly
good-guide-to-dog-friendly-pubs-hotels-and-bbs-5th-edition
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marking truly outstanding establishments. Discover the best in each county for
beer, food and accommodation, and find out the winners of the coveted titles of
'Pub of the Year' and 'Landlord of the Year'. Packed with honest, entertaining
and up-to-date information, this is the only pub guide you'll ever need and the
perfect gift for any pub lover and opens with special contributions from James
Blunt, Seedlip founder Ben Branson, Great British Bake Off winner Candice Brown
and best-selling author Christopher Winn.
The Good Pub Guide 2020 Fiona Stapley 2019-09-05 Britain's bestselling
travel guide for over 35 years and the only truly independent pub guide of its
kind. ***Featured in the Guardian, the Times and Mail Online and on BBC Radio
4*** The 38th edition of this much-loved book is as irreplaceable as ever.
Organised county by county, its yearly updates and reader recommendations
ensure that only the best pubs make the grade. Here you will not only find a
fantastic range of countryside havens, bustling inns and riverside retreats, but
also pubs known for their excellent food, some specialising in malt whiskey and
craft beers. Discover the top pubs in each county for beer, food and
accommodation, and find out the winners of the coveted titles of Pub of the
Year and landlord of the Year. Packed with hidden gems, The Good Pub Guide
continues to provide a wealth of honest, entertaining and up-to-date
information on the countries drinking establishments.
Good Guide to Dog Friendly Pubs, Hotels and B&Bs Catherine Phillips
2017-03-02 What happens when you want to take a holiday or even just pop
out for a drink and your dog looks up at you with expectant eyes? Do you know
which pubs welcome muddy paws with a bowl of water and a dog biscuit? Or
where you and your dog can both enjoy a comfortable overnight stay? From the
editors of the UK's No 1 travel guide, the much loved Good Pub Guide, comes the
latest edition of the Good Guide to Dog Friendly Pubs, Hotels and B& Bs.
Featuring fully updated information, the guide provides you with hundreds of
wonderful places in the UK to drink, eat and stay with your pet. With this book
to hand there's no need to leave your dog at home. Faithful friends deserve a
break too!
Yorkshire Dales Rob Godfrey 2011
The Good Pub Guide 2006 Alisdair Aird 2005-12-15 Now entering its 24th
year, the Good Pub Guide once again brings you the very best pubs and bars in
Britain. The only truly independent guide of its kind, its comprehensive yearly
updates and countless reader reports ensures that only the cream of the
nation's watering holes make the grade. So whether you prefer a quiet, laid-back
pint in a friendly countryside local, or the noisy hubbub of a city-centre bar,
you're guaranteed to find the perfect venue among the 5,000-strong listings.
Accurate, fair-minded and up-to-date information gives you an unrivalled insight
into facilities, atmosphere and quality, ensuring you will enjoy your tipple whatever it might be. Awards ranging from Newcomber of the Year to the top
title of Pub of the Year single out those who have done most to create a
special experience for pub-goers across the country. For a unique, honest and
vastly entertaining guide to delicious gastropubs, offbeat drinking dens and
idyllic rural inns, The Good Pub Guide 2006 simply cannot be beaten.
NOPI Yotam Ottolenghi 2015-10-20 A cookbook from acclaimed London
restaurant Nopi, by powerhouse author Yotam Ottolenghi and Nopi head chef
Ramael Scully. Pandan leaves meet pomegranate seeds, star anise meets sumac,
and miso meets molasses in this collection of 120 new recipes from Yotam
Ottolenghi's restaurant. In collaboration with Nopi's head chef Ramael Scully,
Yotam's journey from the Middle East to the Far East is one of big and bold
flavors, with surprising twists along the way.
Kent Dog Friendly Pub Walks David & Hilary Staines 2019-03-11
Dog-friendly Breaks in Britain Alastair Sawday 2011-06 These much-loved
guides celebrate, as ever, hundreds of authentic and delightful places to
stay.Here is the latest - much requested - guide from the Sawday's kennel. Sift
through the pages to find unexpected generosity and dashes of eccentricity in
places where a dog can share your room. B&Bs, hotels, weekend boltholes and
inns: remote and simple or wrapped in luxury, each one is special in its own way.
Find tasty breakfasts to wake to, log fires to come home to and a guaranteed
welcome for dogs -runarounds in the garden, towels for muddy paws, treats
behind the bar. Above all: owners who know all the dog-friendly walks, woods,
beaches, picnic spots and pubs on their patch. Pick an area from our map, select a
coloured number (red for B&B/hotel, blue for self-catered) and find the relevant
page. User-friendly maps and lively write-ups make each guide a pleasure to read and a great gift for a friend.
The Rough Guide to the North Coast 500 (Compact Travel Guide eBook) Rough
Guides 2021-10-01 The Rough Guide to the North Coast 500 Make the most of
your time on Earth with the ultimate travel guides. Discover the North Coast
500 with this comprehensive and entertaining travel guide, packed with practical
information and honest recommendations by our independent experts. Whether you
plan to sample world-class single malt whiskies, ascend the hair-raising
Applecross Pass or go whalewatching off the west coast, The Rough Guide to
the North Coast 500 will help you discover the best places to explore, eat,
drink, shop and sleep along the way. Features of this travel guide to the North
Coast 500: - Detailed regional coverage: provides practical information for
every kind of trip, from off-the-beaten-track adventures to luxury getaways Honest and independent reviews: written with Rough Guides' trademark blend of
humour, honesty and expertise, our writers will help you make the most from
your trip along the North Coast 500 - Meticulous mapping: practical fullcolour maps, with clearly numbered, colour-coded keys. Find your way around
without needing to get online - Fabulous full-colour photography: features
inspirational colour photography, including the sugarloaf moonscape of Assynt
and the stunning Duncansby Head sea stacks - Time-saving itineraries: carefully
planned routes will help inspire and inform your on-the-road experiences - Things
not to miss: Rough Guides' rundown of the best sights and top experiences to be
good-guide-to-dog-friendly-pubs-hotels-and-bbs-5th-edition

found along the North Coast 500 route - Travel tips and info: packed with
essential pre-departure information including when to go, getting there, getting
around, accommodation, food and drink, health, costs and more - Background
information: comprehensive 'Moments in History' section provides fascinating
insights into Scotland's past - Covers: Inverness to the Black Isle and beyond,
the road to John O'Groats, along the north coast, exploring the northwest and
Wester Ross to Inverness You may also be interested in: Rough Guide to
Scotland About Rough Guides: Rough Guides have been inspiring travellers for
over 35 years, with over 30 million copies sold globally. Synonymous with
practical travel tips, quality writing and a trustworthy 'tell it like it is'
ethos, the Rough Guides list includes more than 260 travel guides to 120+
destinations, gift-books and phrasebooks.
Good Guide to Dog-Friendly Pubs, Hotels and Band Alisdair Aird 2005-04 What
happens if you've got dogs, want a holiday, good day out or a pleasant drink,
and want to take your dog with you? From the editors of the UK's No 1 travel
guide, the much loved and much relied-on Good Pub Guide, comes the Good Guide
to Dog Friendly Pubs, Hotels and BandBs. Previously published as a bestselling
pocket guide, the book has now been expanded and updated to include over 1000
ideas for places to drink, eat and stay. Don't leave him to languish in kennels...
take him on holiday too!
The Rough Guide to Scottish Highlands & Islands Rob Humphreys 2011-05-02
The Rough Guide to Scottish Highlands and Islands is the ultimate travel guide
to this spectacular region. Written in Rough Guides' trademark honest and
informative style, the guide features detailed practical advice on what to see
and do and how to get about, plus up-to-date reviews of the best hotels, B&Bs,
pubs, activity operators and campsites. This guide covers everything from hiking
in the Cairngorms to whale-watching on Mull, plus where to find the best local
produce from fresh oysters to fine malt whiskies. There are also features on the
area's unique wildlife and where to watch it, plus outdoor activities from
mountain biking and climbing to surfing and skiing. With clear maps and detailed
coverage of Scotland's islands, national parks and mountain areas, The Rough
Guide to Scottish Highlands and Islands will help you make the most of your
trip. Make the most of your time on earth with The Rough Guide to Scottish
Highlands and Islands. Now available in epub format.
Camra's Good Beer Guide Roger Protz 2016-09-15 Fully researched listings of
4,500 great real ale pubs, independently reviewed. Includes England, Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Channel Islands & Isle of Man. Detailed contact
information, facilities listings & opening hours. Comprehensive listings of beers,
places & more than 1,250 breweries. Full-colour section of industry analysis.
The Bowery Boys Greg Young 2016-06-21 Uncover fascinating, little-known
histories of the five boroughs in The Bowery Boys’ official companion to their
popular, award-winning podcast. It was 2007. Sitting at a kitchen table and
speaking into an old karaoke microphone, Greg Young and Tom Meyers recorded
their first podcast. They weren’t history professors or voice actors. They were
just two guys living in the Bowery and possessing an unquenchable thirst for the
fascinating stories from New York City’s past. Nearly 200 episodes later, The
Bowery Boys podcast is a phenomenon, thrilling audiences each month with one
amazing story after the next. Now, in their first-ever book, the duo gives you an
exclusive personal tour through New York’s old cobblestone streets and gaslit back alleyways. In their uniquely approachable style, the authors bring to
life everything from makeshift forts of the early Dutch years to the opulent
mansions of The Gilded Age. They weave tales that will reshape your view of
famous sites like Times Square, Grand Central Terminal, and the High Line. Then
they go even further to reveal notorious dens of vice, scandalous Jazz Age crime
scenes, and park statues with strange pasts. Praise for The Bowery Boys
“Among the best city-centric series.” —New York Times “Meyers and Young have
become unofficial ambassadors of New York history.” —NPR “Breezy and
informative, crowded with the finest grifters, knickerbockers, spiritualists, and
city builders to stalk these streets since back when New Amsterdam was just
some farms.” —Village Voice “Young and Meyers have an all-consuming
curiosity to work out what happened in their city in years past, including the
Newsboys Strike of 1899, the history of the Staten Island Ferry, and the reallife sites on which Martin Scorsese’s Vinyl is based.” —The Guardian
The Original Pets Welcome! 2011 Moira Bryen 2011-05-01
Dog-Friendly Weekends Lottie Gross 2022-05-06 50 breaks around Britain
where you and your dog are made to feel welcome, including dog-friendly beaches,
rainy day activities, dog-friendly city breaks, accommodation and pubs, and
Britain's best dog-friendly campsites. A mix of practical information and travel
guide, from Cornwall to the Scottish Highlands.
Good Guide to Dog Friendly Pubs, Hotels and B&Bs 2007/8 Alisdair Aird 2007
The Best Dog Friendly Pubs, Hotels and B&Bs Alisdair Aird 2003 This much
needed pocket guide will cover over 750 quality-assured hotels, pubs and day
trip locations for you and your dog. Complete with maps, detailed directions and
current information on hours and facilities.
The Good Pub Guide 2013 Alisdair Aird 2012-09-06 Once again organized
county by county, The Good Pub Guide is as invaluable as ever. Its
comprehensive yearly updates and countless reader reports ensure that only the
very best pubs make the grade. Here you will find classic country pubs, towncentre inns, riverside retreats, historic gems and exciting newcomers, plus
gastropubs, and pubs specialising in malt whisky or own-brew beer. Find out the
top pubs in each county for beer, dining and accommodation, and discover the
winners of the coveted titles of Pub of the Year and Landlord of the Year.
Packed with information, The Good Pub Guide 2013 is a fund of honest,
entertaining and indispensable information. Whether you are planning a night out,
a weekend away, holidaying in the UK or looking for a local pub, Alisdair Aird
and Fiona Stapley have it covered.
Good Guide to Dog Friendly Pubs, Hotels and B & Bs 2005 2005
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Good Guide to Dog Friendly Pubs, Hotels and B&Bs 4th edition Alisdair Aird
2009-02-05 What happens when you want to take a holiday or even just pop
out for a drink and your dog looks up at you with expectant eyes? Do you know
which pubs welcome muddy paws with a bowl of water and a dog biscuit? Or
where you and your dog can both enjoy a comfortable overnight stay? From the
editors of the UK's No 1 travel guide, the much loved Good Pub Guide, comes the
Good Guide to Dog Friendly Pubs, Hotels and B&Bs. Featuring a fantastic new
easy-to-use page-layout and fully updated information, the guide provides you
with hundreds of wonderful places in the UK to drink, eat and stay with your
pet. So don't leave your dog a treat and take your faithful friend on holiday
too!
The Original Pets Welcome! Moira Bryen 2011-12-01 The ultimate hotel guide
for pets featuring hundreds of UK properties that welcome ALL the family. It
includes Pet friendly pubs and a selection of recommended walks. Now with an
expanded section on taking your dog to France includes advice on travel, French
regions and selected properties.
Britain's Best Dog-Friendly Places to Stay Alastair SAWDAY 2019-10-06
Sift through the pages to find unexpected generosity and dashes of eccentricity in
places where your dog can share your room. B&Bs, hotels, weekend boltholes
and inns: remote and simple or wrapped in luxury, each one is special in its own
way. Find tasty breakfasts to wake to, log fires to come home to and a
guaranteed welcome for dogs - runarounds in the garden, towels for muddy
paws, treats behind the bar. Above all: owners who know all the dog-friendly
walks, woods, beaches, picnic spots and pubs on their patch. Pick an area from
our map, select a coloured number (red for B&B/hotel, blue for self-catered) and
find the relevant page. User-friendly maps and lively write-ups make each guide a
pleasure to read - and a great gift for a friend.* A wonderful collection of over
hotels, B&Bs, weekend boltholes and inns where you can share a bedroom with
your dog - many of which are new for this edition* At each there's a special
treat for your dog - maybe a tasty sausage at breakfast, a river to splash
through, or a fleecy blanket by the fire* Honest write ups, clear symbols,
colour photos and excellent maps take the hard work out of finding the perfect
place - be it a friendly townhouse, a chic eco barn or a hotel by the sea* With a
brilliant selection of dog-friendly pubs-for-a-pint to visit* We look for what
we like, celebrate the unusual and the beautiful, and inspect each and every place.
We've visited all these special places and like them - we know you will too!
GOOD HOTEL GUIDE 2021 2020
Dog Friendly Breaks in Britain

2018-01-11 Sift through the pages to find
unexpected generosity and dashes of eccentricity in places where your dog can
share your room. B&Bs, hotels, weekend boltholes and inns: remote and simple or
wrapped in luxury, each one is special in its own way. Find tasty breakfasts to
wake to, log fires to come home to and a guaranteed welcome for dogs runarounds in the garden, towels for muddy paws, treats behind the bar. Above
all: owners who know all the dog-friendly walks, woods, beaches, picnic spots
and pubs on their patch. Pick an area from our map, select a coloured number (red
for B&B/hotel, blue for self-catered) and find the relevant page. User-friendly
maps and lively write-ups make each guide a pleasure to read - and a great gift
for a friend.* A wonderful collection of over hotels, B&Bs, weekend boltholes
and inns where you can share a bedroom with your dog - many of which are new
for this edition* At each there's a special treat for your dog - maybe a tasty
sausage at breakfast, a river to splash through, or a fleecy blanket by the fire*
Honest write ups, clear symbols, colour photos and excellent maps take the
hard work out of finding the perfect place - be it a friendly townhouse, a chic eco
barn or a hotel by the sea* With a brilliant selection of dog-friendly pubs-fora-pint to visit* We look for what we like, celebrate the unusual and the
beautiful, and inspect each and every place. We've visited all these special places
and like them - we know you will too!
Carla Francis 2020-12
Independently researched, this newly updated edition explores the best petfriendly accommodation (from 5-star hotels to campgrounds) between
Melbourne and Cairns. Every entry includes a brief, unbiased opinion plus details
regarding price and which pets are welcome. Now also featuring the best dogfriendly beaches, parks, cafes, pubs and wineries.
The Cat with Three Passports CJ Fentiman 2020-11-02 A girl struggling to fit
in. A homeless kitten. An unexpected job offer in an unfamiliar country that
changes everything. CJ had a long history of escaping places and people she
wasn't fond of. But for the sake of a silver tabby, she decided to stay in Japan
for a while. This decision helped her open up her heart and mind, revisit her way of
thinking, and reconnect with her estranged family. Let this heartwarming memoir
take you to the land of cats and cherry trees as you read about CJ's
adventures - from the craziness of the naked men festival, the experience of forest
bathing and the significance of finding a life purpose or ikigai, to the temples of
Takayama, and wonders of Cat Island - you'll see what a homeless kitten found
outside a temple in Japan taught her about an old culture and new beginnings
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